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Workshop Content
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§ Standard random-effects models
§ Meta-analytic data structure
§ Multilevel meta-analysis
§ Moderator analyses
§ Publication bias and influential effect sizes

Basic concepts of synthesizing effect sizes

Data analyses and illustrative example using 
the R packages metafor and some 
supplementary packages

Complexities of including data from international large-scale assessments (ILSAs) 



Recommended Literature
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https://bookdown.org/MathiasHarrer/
Doing_Meta_Analysis_in_R/

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/
book/10.1002/9781118957813

https://bookdown.org/MathiasHarrer/Doing_Meta_Analysis_in_R/
https://bookdown.org/MathiasHarrer/Doing_Meta_Analysis_in_R/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/book/10.1002/9781118957813
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/book/10.1002/9781118957813


Steps in a Meta-Analysis
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1. Problem Formulation

2. Literature Review

3. Screening

4. Data Extraction

5. Appraisal

6. Synthesis

7. Reporting

8. Updating

Focus of this workshop: 
Quantitative synthesis of effect sizes

(Borenstein et al., 2009; Card, 2012)



Main Purposes of Meta-Analyses
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Three key outcomes of a meta-analysis—pooled effect size, heterogeneity, and moderator effects



Pooled Effect Size and Heterogeneity

Typical univariate meta-analysis

𝜃!
𝜃"
…
𝜃#

𝑚 effect sizes
𝑚 studies

Effect sizes 𝜃$
(e.g., correlations, standardized mean 
differences, regression coefficients)

𝑣!
𝑣"
…
𝑣#	

Sampling variances 𝑣$

�̅�
Weighted average 

effect size

(Borenstein et al., 2009)

Between-study 
heterogeneity

𝜏!
Study 1
Study 2

…
Study m

Pooling & Weighting
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𝑥"
Moderators

(e.g., study, sample, 
measurement characteristics)



Variance Components in a Meta-Analysis
(CMM, 2019)

Two-level hierarchical structure

Effect sizes (ES)
Sampling variance 𝑣!

Participants (P)

ES1 ES2 ES3 ES4

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 P10 P11 P12 P13

ES5

P14 P15

Studies (S)
Between-study variance 𝜏"

S1 S2 S4S3 S5 ...

...
𝑣# 𝑣" 𝑣$ 𝑣% 𝑣&
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Data Example: Gender Differences in Digital Literacy
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Meta-analytic data set of the gender differences in students’ digital literacy
§ Performance-based measures of digital literacy in K-12 student samples
§ 59 effect sizes from 24 studies and 31 countries (both ILSA and non-ILSA)
§ Standardized mean differences (female-male) Hedges’ g (g) and sampling variance (Var.g)
§ Identifiers of effect sizes (ESID), primary studies (IDSTUDY), and countries (IDCOUNTRY)
§ Sample sizes (N, nF, nM)
§ Contextual variables: Publication year (PubYear), availability of individual participant data (IPD), 

countries’ power distance index (PDI), and GDP (cGCP)

Research questions:
1. To what extent do boys and girls differ in their digital literacy performance?
2. To what extent do the gender effects vary across studies and countries?
3. Which contextual variables explain the possible heterogeneity in the effects?

(Campos et al., 2023; Scherer et al., 2024)

Pooled effect size

Heterogeneity

Moderators



Standard Random-Effects Model
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Meta-analytic baseline model assuming heterogeneity between effect sizes



Standard Meta-Analytic Data Structure

Two-level hierarchical structure: the «ideal» scenario

Effect sizes (ES)
Sampling variance 𝑣!

ES1

Studies (S)
Between-study variance 𝜏"

S1 ...

...ES2

S2

ES3

S3

ES4

S4

ES5

S5

ES6

S6

ES7

S7

ES8

S8

ES9

S9

ES10

S10

ES11

S11

ES12

S12

ES13

S13

ES14

S14

ES15

S15

ES16

S16
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Level 1 is the level containing the sampling variances for each study (ES).
Level 2 is the level containing the heterogeneity between studies (S).

(CMM, 2019)



(Card, 2012; Cheung, 2015; Pastor & Lazowski, 2018)

𝑓#
1

Univariate random-effects model (REM)

𝜃# 𝑒#
1

1
𝛽&

𝑣$

Level 1:
𝜃& = 𝑓& + 𝑒&
𝑒$~𝑁(0, 𝑣$)

Level 2:
𝑓& = 𝛽. + 𝑢&
𝑢$~𝑁(0, 𝜏")

Total:
𝜃& = 𝛽. + 𝑢& + 𝑒&

𝛽&: Weighted average effect size 
under the REM

Weights: 
𝑤#∗ = ⁄1 𝜏% + 𝑣#
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Path diagram:

Standard Random-Effects Model

for each study 𝑖 = 1,… ,𝑚

𝑢#

𝜏"

1
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Standard Random-Effects Model
Univariate REM

𝜏% = 0.0156 heterogeneity

�̅� = 0.1456 pooled effect size

Model estimation in metafor

Alternative specification:

13
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Testing for Heterogeneity

Confidence interval 𝐶𝐼 of the 
variance indicating the heterogeneity 
between effect sizes 𝜏%

95% 𝐶𝐼 of 𝜏"

𝐼% statistic
§ The proportion of observed variation reflecting 

true variation between effect sizes.
§ It only indicates what proportion of the variation 

between effect sizes is true variation.
§ 25% small, 50% medium, 75% large heterogeneity

𝐼' = 91.7% large amount of 
heterogeneity  

(Higgins & Thomson, 2002; Sánchez-Meca & Marín-Martínez, 2008)

Zero is not included.
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Testing for Heterogeneity

Model comparison
Fixed-effects model (𝜏" = 0) vs. random-effects model (𝜏" freely estimated) 

𝜃#1
𝛽' 1

𝑒#

𝑣$

𝜃& = 𝛽4 + 𝑒&
𝑒$~𝑁(0, 𝑣$)

Weights: 
𝑤#∗ = ⁄1 𝑣#

(Cheung, 2015; Hedges & Vevea 1998)

𝜃& = 𝛽. + 𝑢& + 𝑒&
𝑒$~𝑁(0, 𝑣$),	𝑢$~𝑁(0, 𝜏")

Weights: 
𝑤#∗ = ⁄1 𝜏% + 𝑣#

𝑓#
1

𝜃# 𝑒#
1

1
𝛽&

𝑣$

𝑢#

𝜏"

1

FEM REM
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Testing for Heterogeneity

Model comparison
Random-effects model (𝜏" freely estimated) vs. fixed-effects model (𝜏" = 0)

Estimate the FEM (in addition to the REM)

𝜏% = 0 no heterogeneity
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Testing for Heterogeneity

Model comparison
Random-effects model (𝜏" freely estimated) vs. fixed-effects model (𝜏" = 0)

Result: The REM is preferred 
over the FEM. This is evidence 
for heterogeneity between 
effect sizes.

Perform a likelihood-ratio test and compare the information criteria



Effect Size Multiplicity
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Multiple effects sizes available per study



Effect Size Multiplicity—Why?

(López-López et al., 2018, https://doi.org/10.1002/jrsm.1310)

Sources of multiple effect sizes per 
study (“Effect size multiplicity”)

§ Multiple populations or sub-populations (e.g., different samples or age groups)
§ Multiple treatment or control groups (e.g., multiple intervention arms, active/passive 

controls)
§ Multiple outcome variables (e.g., multiple constructs, different ways of measuring the 

same construct)
§ Multiple time points (e.g., multiple post-tests)
§ …

…or combinations J
19

ES1

S1

ES2

S2

ES3 ES4 ES5 ES6

S3

ES7 ES8

S4

ES9 ES10 ES11

S5

ES12 ES13

S6

ES14 ES15 ES16

https://doi.org/10.1002/jrsm.1310


Types of Effect Size Multiplicity

Correlated Effects. Hierarchical Effects.  

𝜃##
𝜃"#
𝜃$#

𝜃#"
𝜃""

𝜃#$
𝜃"$

𝑢#

𝑢"

𝑢$

Correlated effect sizes
Between-study heterogeneity
No within-study heterogeneity

Examples: Multiple measures 
of the same construct, 
multiple measurement 
occasions of the same sample

𝜃##

𝜃"#

𝜃$#

𝜃#"

𝜃""

𝜃#$

𝜃"$

𝑣!!

𝑣"!

𝑣#!

𝑣!"

𝑣""

𝑣!#

𝑣"#

𝑢#

𝑢"

𝑢$

Effect sizes not correlated
Between-study heterogeneity
Within-study heterogeneity

Examples: Multiple samples 
included in a study, multi-lab 
replications

Strategy
Specify the correlation 
between effect sizes

Strategy
Estimate variances at 
different levels
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(Pustejovsky & Tipton, 2021, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3; 
Illustration inspired by J. E. Pustejovsky, UseR! Oslo Talk, 02.09.2021)

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3


Types of Effect Size Multiplicity

Correlated and Hierarchical Effects. 

𝜃##
𝜃"#
𝜃$#

𝜃#"
𝜃""

𝜃#$
𝜃"$

𝑣!!

𝑣"!

𝑣#!

𝑣!"

𝑣""

𝑣!#

𝑣"#

𝑢#

𝑢"

𝑢$

Correlated effect sizes
Between-study heterogeneity
Within-study heterogeneity

Example: Multiple measures available from 
multiple samples within a study

Strategy
Estimate variances at different levels & 
Specify the correlation between effect sizes

21

(Pustejovsky & Tipton, 2021, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3; 
Illustration inspired by J. E. Pustejovsky, UseR! Oslo Talk, 02.09.2021)

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3


Multilevel Random-Effects Models
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Model heterogeneity at different levels in the presence of hierarchical effect size multiplicity 



Three-Level Hierarchical Structure

Effect sizes nested in primary studies

Effect sizes (ES)
Sampling variance 𝑣!

ES1

Studies (S)
Between-study variance 𝜏($)"

Within-study variance 𝜏(")"

S1 ...

...ES2

S2

ES3 ES4 ES5 ES6

S3

ES7 ES8

S4

ES9 ES10 ES11

S5

ES12 ES13

S6

ES14 ES15 ES16
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(CMM, 2019)

Typical meta-analytic structure if multiple independent 
samples are included in primary studies.



Multilevel Meta-Analysis

Model the nested data structure
§ Effect sizes 𝜃!", 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑘; 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚 studies
§ Sampling variances 𝑣!"
§ Multiple independent effect sizes nested in studies (e.g., multiple samples)

ES1

S1

ES2

S2

ES3 ES4 ES5 ES6

S3

ES7 ES8

S4

ES9 ES10

Main idea
Model the different levels of analysis and 
the respective variance components

(Van den Noortgate et al., 2015)
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Multilevel Meta-Analysis
(Cheung, 2015)

𝑓(

1

Three-level random-effects model (3LREM)

𝜃#( 𝑒$(

1
𝛽&

𝑣$(

Level 1: 𝜃&6 = 𝜆&6 + 𝑒&6
𝑒$(~𝑁(0, 𝑣$()

Level 2: 𝜆&6 = 𝑓6 + 𝑢(7)&6
   𝑢(")$(~𝑁(0, 𝜏(")" )

Level 3:  𝑓6 = 𝛽. + 𝑢(8)6
	 𝑢(+)(~𝑁(0, 𝜏(+)" )

Total:  𝜃&6 	= 𝛽. + 𝑢(7)&6 + 𝑢(8)6 + 𝑒&6
𝛽&: Weighted average population effect 

size under the 3LREM

𝑢 " $(

𝜏(")"
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Path diagram:
𝑖: Effect sizes, 𝑗: Studies

𝜆#(
1

1

𝑢 + (

𝜏(+)"

1
1



Multilevel Meta-Analysis

Level 1: Sampling variation
Level 2: Within-study heterogeneity variance
Level 3: Between-study heterogeneity variance

Three-level random-effects model
Effect sizes nested in studies

𝜏(')'
𝜏(+)'

𝛽)
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Multilevel Meta-Analysis

Three-level random-effects model
Effect sizes nested in studies
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Multilevel Meta-Analysis

Three-level random-effects model
Effect sizes nested in studies

28

𝛽)

Obtain cluster-robust standard errors to avoid 
misspecification in the error structure 



Multilevel Meta-Analysis

Level 1: Sampling variation
Level 2: Within-country heterogeneity variance
Level 3: Between-country heterogeneity variance

Three-level random-effects model
Effect sizes nested in countries

29

𝜏(')'
𝜏(+)'

𝛽)



Multilevel Meta-Analysis

Three-level random-effects model
Effect sizes nested in countries

30



Cross-Classified Data Structure
(CMM, 2019)

Four-level non-hierarchical structure with cross-classification

Effect sizes (ES)
Sampling variance 𝑣!

ES1

Studies (S)
Between-study variance 𝜏($)"

Within-study variance 𝜏(")"

S1 ...

...ES2

S2

ES3 ES4 ES5 ES6

S3

ES7 ES8

S4

ES9 ES10 ES11

S5

ES12 ES13

S6

ES14 ES15 ES16

Countries (C)
Between-country variance 𝜏(%)" C1 C2 C3 C4 ...

31
Typical meta-analytic structure if ILSA data are included.



Cross-Classified Random-Effects Model

(More details about CCREMs: Fernández-Castilla et al., 2019)

Independent nesting of effect sizes in studies 
and countries

Four-level random-effects model
Effect sizes nested in studies and countries

𝛽)

𝜏(")"
𝜏($)"

𝜏(%)"



Cross-Classified Random-Effects Model

Four-level random-effects model
Effect sizes nested in studies and countries

Level-specific 𝐼"

𝐼($)" 𝐼(")" 𝐼(%)"

Between 
studies

Within 
studies

Between 
countries



Model Selection
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Decide on a meta-analytic baseline model



Possible Criteria for Model Selection

Proportion of Variance Components
A well-fitting model should have a reasonable distribution of variance across the levels. Small proportions of 
variance components suggest that this level may not be needed.

Information Criteria
Lower values of the AIC or BIC suggest a better-fitting model.

Likelihood-Ratio Test (LRT)
Direct comparison of nested models. An insignificant LRT suggests that the simpler model (with fewer 
levels) might be sufficient.

Conceptual Considerations
Nature of effect size multiplicity, research questions and goals.
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Proportion of Variance Components

Standard REM 3LREM/Studies 3LREM/Countries CCREM
�̅� 0.146 0.129 0.146 0.095

95 % 𝐶𝐼 [0.110, 0.181] [0.045, 0.214] [0.108, 0.183] [0.006, 0.184]
Heterogeneity 

variances
𝜏%=0.016

(between effect sizes)
𝜏(,)% =0.027

(between studies)

𝜏(%)% =0.007
(within studies)

𝜏(,)% =0.001
(between countries)

𝜏(%)% =0.014
(within countries)

𝜏(,)% =0.031
(between studies)

𝜏(%)% =0.002
(within studies)

𝜏(.)% =0.006 
(between countries)
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Weighted average effect sizes and variance estimates



Information Criteria
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Standard REM 3LREM/Studies 3LREM/Countries CCREM
logLik 26.71482 31.69633 26.77180 33.80439

AIC -49.42964 -57.39265 -47.54360 -59.60879
BIC -45.30875 -51.21133 -41.36227 -51.36702

AIC and BIC for the random-effects models

Result: Model CCREM shows the lowest AIC and BIC.



Likelihood-Ratio Tests of Nested Models

(a) REM3a preferred over REM

(b) REM preferred over REM3b

(c) CCREM preferred over REM3a

LRTs between the 
random-effects models

Result: Model CCREM may 
serve as a baseline model.



Moderator Analyses
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Mixed-effects meta-regression models to explain heterogeneity



Level 1: 𝜃&6 = 𝜆&6 + 𝑒&6
𝑒$(~𝑁(0, 𝑣$()

Level 2: 𝜆&6 = 𝑓6 + 𝑢(7)&6
   𝑢(")$(~𝑁(0, 𝜏(")

" )

Level 3:  𝑓6 = 𝛽. + 𝛽9𝑥6 + 𝑢(8)6
	 𝑢(+)(~𝑁(0, 𝜏(+)

" )

Total:  𝜃!" 	= 𝛽# + 𝛽$𝑥" + 𝑢(&)!" + 𝑢(()" + 𝑒!"

Moderator Analysis
(Cheung, 2015)

Three-level mixed-effects meta-regression

40

Path diagram:
𝑖: Effect sizes, 𝑗: Studies

𝑥(

𝜎,"

𝜇,

𝛽!

Explain heterogeneity in the effect 
sizes by a moderating variable 𝑥)

𝑓(

1𝜃#( 𝑒$(

1
𝛽&

𝑣$(

𝑢 " $(

𝜏(")"

𝜆#(
1

1

𝑢 + (

𝜏(+)"

1
1



Moderator Analysis
Mixed-effects meta-regression
Moderation by the availability of IPD (binary variable)

41

𝛽0
Result: No evidence on the differences in effect 
sizes between studies with and without IPD.



Moderator Analysis
Mixed-effects meta-regression
Moderation by the availability of IPD (binary variable)
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Model estimation without the intercept

This way, the weighted average effect sizes for each group 
are estimated directly (assuming the same amount of 
heterogeneity for each group).



Moderator Analysis
Mixed-effects meta-regression
Moderation by the PDI (continuous variable)
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Result: Some evidence on the negative relation 
between the effects and countries’ PDI.

𝛽0



Moderator Analysis
Mixed-effects meta-regression
Moderation by the PDI (continuous variable)
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Level-specific variance explanation as the 
proportional reduction of variance (𝑅")



Publication Bias and Influential 
Effect Sizes
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Ways of quality assurance and testing the robustness/sensitivity of findings



Publication Bias

Publication Bias is a Form of Non-Reporting Bias.
The probability of publishing a primary study is affected by its results: Statistically significant or hypothesis-
confirming results are more likely to be published (see Harrer et al., 2021, chap. 9).

Detecting Publication Bias
§ Funnel plot asymmetry and Egger’s regression test
§ Precision-effect test (PET) and precision-effect estimate with standard errors (PEESE)
§ Funnel plot test
§ Begg’s correlation test
§ Trim-and-fill analyses with the estimators 𝐿-. and 𝑅-.
§ Moderation by publication year and/or publication status (e.g., grey vs. published)
§ Worst-case sensitivity analyses
§ …

(e.g., Fernández-Castilla et al., 2021, https://doi.org/10.1080/00220973.2019.1582470; 
Harrer et al., 2021, https://bookdown.org/MathiasHarrer/Doing_Meta_Analysis_in_R/pub-bias.html) 46

https://doi.org/10.1080/00220973.2019.1582470
https://bookdown.org/MathiasHarrer/Doing_Meta_Analysis_in_R/pub-bias.html


Detecting Publication Bias

Funnel Plot Symmetry

47

Contour-enhanced 
funnel plot

Plot the observed effect sizes against their 
standard errors to examine small-study 
effects

Graphical inspection of the plot asymmetry

Publication bias might be indicated by an 
asymmetric funnel plot.



Detecting Publication Bias

Egger’s Regression Test

48

Modified Egger’s test (Pustejovsky & Rodgers, 2019) 

(Egger et al., 1997) Original Egger’s test
Test the asymmetry of the funnel plot via a 
linear regression of the scaled effect sizes 
(𝑧-score) on the precision (1/𝑆𝐸):

5𝜃!
𝑆𝐸*+!

= 𝛽, + 𝛽#
1

𝑆𝐸*+!
+ 𝑟!

Test 5𝛽, against zero.

Significant 5𝛽, indicates funnel plot 
asymmetry.

𝑟!~𝑁 0, 𝜎"#



Detecting Publication Bias

Egger’s Regression Test

49

(Egger et al., 1997) Original Egger’s test
Test the asymmetry of the funnel plot via a 
linear regression of the scaled effect sizes 
(𝑧-score) on the precision (1/𝑆𝐸):

5𝜃!
𝑆𝐸*+!

= 𝛽, + 𝛽#
1

𝑆𝐸*+!
+ 𝑟!

Test 5𝛽, against zero.

Significant 5𝛽, indicates funnel plot 
asymmetry. Result: No evidence of publication bias.



Detecting Publication Bias
Precision-effect test (PET) and Precision-effect estimate with standard error (PEESE)
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Control for the sampling error (PET) or variance (PEESE) in 
the weighted average effect size and extract a limit effect 
(i.e., the effect with 𝑆𝐸 = 0).

Extract the intercepts from the two regressions:
PET estimate: 5𝜃-./ = 5𝛽,"#$
PEESE estimate: 5𝜃-..0. = 5𝛽,"##%#

Decision for an overall (controlled) estimate:

5𝜃-..0. = <
𝑃 5𝛽,"#$ = 0 < 0.1	and	 5𝛽,"#$ > 0:	 5𝛽,"##%#

else: 5𝛽,"#$

(Harrer et al., 2021, chap. 9; Stanley et al., 2014) 

For PEESE:



Detecting Publication Bias
Precision-effect test (PET) and Precision-effect estimate with standard error (PEESE)

51

5𝛽,"#$ = 0.11, 𝑝 = .12 5𝛽,"##%# = 0.12, 𝑝 = .03

Result: Decide for 
the PET estimate.



Detecting Publication Bias
Moderation by publication characteristics

52

Examine the relation between publication 
characteristics (e.g., type of publication, peer-
review status, publication year) and the effects.

Significant relations may indicate publication bias.

Result: Significant relation between publication year and the 
effects. More recent studies exhibit larger effect sizes.

5𝛽# = 0.03, 𝑆𝐸 = 0.01, 95	%𝐶𝐼 0.01, 0.06

𝑅$%&'()*" = 0.188



Detecting Influential Effect Sizes

Standard methods to detect «outliers» at multiple levels

53

Need for sensitivity analyses (effects and heterogeneity with vs. without the influential effect sizes)

Great overview: Cheung & Viechtbauer (2010), https://doi.org/10.1002/jrsm.11 

https://doi.org/10.1002/jrsm.11


Detecting Influential Effect Sizes

Standard methods to detect «outliers» at multiple levels

54

Great overview: Cheung & Viechtbauer (2010), https://doi.org/10.1002/jrsm.11 

Need for sensitivity analyses (effects and heterogeneity with vs. without the influential effects from some countries)

https://doi.org/10.1002/jrsm.11


Thank you.
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Appendix A. Robust Variance 
Estimation (RVE)
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Correct standard errors and test statistics for effect size multiplicity



Meta-Analysis with Robust Variance Estimation

This is a multilevel meta-analytic model, but between- and 
within-study heterogeneity are only incidental.

!!!
!"!
!#!

!!"
!""
!!#
!"#

!!!

!"!
!#!

!!"
!""

!!#

!"#

"!

""

"#

(Pustejovsky et al., 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3) 

Weights for each effect size i
in study j
𝑤!) = ⁄1 𝑠)" + 𝜏" + 𝜔"
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https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3


Meta-Analysis with Robust Variance Estimation

Random-effects model with RVE
Effect sizes nested in countries

𝛽)



Appendix B. Multilevel Meta-
Analysis with Correlated Effects

59

Account for possible correlational and hierarchical effect size multiplicity



Multilevel Meta-Analysis with CE (MLMA-CE)

Model correlated and hierarchical effects
§ Effect sizes 𝑦!", 𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑘; 𝑗 = 1,… ,𝑚
§ Sampling variances 𝑣!" with average 𝑣)"
§ Constant sampling correlation 𝜌
§ Within-study variation 𝜔7
§ Between-study variation 𝜏%

Main idea
Incorporate a constant sampling correlation in the 
model and estimate variances at multiple levels

𝑦!" = 𝛽# + 𝑢(%)!" + 𝑢(')" + 𝑒!"

𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑢(,)( = 𝜏%

𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑢(%)#( = 𝜔%

𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑒#( = 𝑣V(
𝐶𝑜𝑣 𝑒W(, 𝑒#( = 𝜌𝑣V(

(Pustejovsky & Tipton, 2021, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3)

!!!
!"!
!#!

!!"
!""

!!#
!"#

!!!

!"!

!#!

!!"
!""

!!#

!"#

"!

""

"#
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Note: This model can be extended to a model in which the study-
specific sampling covariance matrices are incorporated.

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3


Decision Scheme

What is the nature of the multiple 
effects?
§ Hierarchical effects (HE)
§ Correlated effects (CE)
§ Correlated and hierarchical effects (CHE)

(Pustejovsky et al., 2021, https://doi.org/10.1007/s11121-021-01246-3) 
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